Multiple Doppler Analysis for 20 May 2013 Tornadic Supercell using a 3DVAR
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Introduction
The proper early identification of a

Doppler radar coverage in some places, we can

supercell thunderstorm, or a supercell em-

do Doppler radar analyses with the help of

bedded in a cluster of storms, is critical to the

NWP model products. This type of multi-radar

issuance of public warnings for severe weather.

approach has already proven useful for im-

One of the defining characteristics of a

proved quantitative precipitation estimation

supercell is the existence of a mid-level mes-

(QPE) using radar reflectivity observations, as

ocyclone (Lemon and Doswell, 1979). The

demonstrated by both the National Mosaic and

mesocyclone was originally defined as the

Multi-Sensor QPE (NMQ) system (Zhang et al.

Doppler

a

2011) and the Warning Decision Support

storm-scale vortex (Burgess, 1976), which

System – Integrated Information (WDSS-II;

corresponds to the rotating updraft–downdraft

Lakshmanan et al. 2007).

couplet of a supercell thunderstorm. Mesocy-

high-resolution analysis that includes obser-

clones in the United States are typically cy-

vations from multiple sources can help over-

clonic and also may contain a more intense

come several limitations. First, using multiple

tornadic vortex. However, most of these early

observations of the same feature improves the

studies were performed using only observa-

analyses as errors decrease with aggregation.

tions from one radar, or two radars.

Second, the use of multiple radars can help fill

radar

velocity

signature

of

This kind of

in data voids, such as those below the lowest

and above the highest radar-scanning angle.

follows. Section 2 provides an overview of

Third, while forecasters make their warning

May 20 2013 tornado case and the 3DVAR

decisions based on the best information

data assimilation (DA) system. Some prelim-

available, the escalating data flow rates from

inary results are reported and assessed in sec-

new sensors and applications, combined with

tion 3. We conclude in section 4 with a sum-

the workload and timeliness requirements,

mary and outlook for future work.

may limit forecasters' ability to effectively use
all available information. This situation can be

2. The description of 20 May 2013 Moore
Tornadic Storm and experiment settings

ameliorated by fast data assimilation methods

An EF5 tornado struck Moore, OK and

that merge all available information together

adjacent areas on the afternoon of May 20,

as quickly as possible for human decision

2013, resulting in 23 fatalities and 377 injuries.

makers.

Peak winds and maximum width were esti-

In this study, we investigate behaviors of

mated at 210 mph (340 km/h) and 1.3 miles,

the mesocyclones embedded in the May 20,

respectively. According to Storm Data, the

2014 Moore, Oklahoma tornadic supercell by

tornado touched down west of Newcastle at

merging all available information together

1956 UTC (2:56 pm local time). The tornado

using the ARPS 3DVAR data assimilation

lifted around 2035 UTC with a 17 mile path

system (Gao et al. 2004; Gao et al. 2013). The

length. This event was observed very well by

system can produce physically consistent

KTLX radars. Several nearby radars including

high-resolution analyses based on multiple

KFDR, KINX and KVNX also observed part

data sources including observations from sev-

of this storm. Assisted by the NCEP NAM

eral nearby WSR-88Ds and operational model

NWP product, which was used as a back-

forecasts. The rest of this paper is organized as

ground state, the detailed structure of the

mesocyclone which produced the May 20,

weather threats may be improved. Although

2014 Moore tornado will be analyzed. Our

still in the early development stage, the system

analysis will focus on the period during tor-

performed very well during the spring of the

nado touchdown.

last several years (Clark et al. 2013; Gao et al.

A real-time, weather-adaptive 3DVAR

2013; Smith et al. 2014; Calhoun et al. 2014).

system (based on ARPS 3DVAR) has been

Many severe weather events were successfully

developed recently for the Warn-on-Forecast

detected and analyzed. The system was used

project (WoF) to incorporate all available

by the NWS forecasters as one of the official

WSR-88D radar observations within an anal-

projects of the NOAA’s HWT Experimental

ysis domain that could be hit by severe

Warning Program in 2011 and 2012.

weather, including tornadoes, hails and strong

Similar to the realtime settings, the do-

damaging winds (Gao et al. 2013). The unique

main selected for May 20, 2014 Moore tornado

features include: (1) The ability to automati-

case has 200 x 200 horizontal grid points with

cally detect and analyze severe local hazardous

a 1 km grid spacing. In the vertical direction,

weather events at 1km horizontal resolution

31 terrain-following vertical layers are used,

every 5 minutes. (2) The analysis can also be

with nonlinear stretching via a hyperbolic

performed with on-demand capability in

tangent function, thus yielding an average

which end-users (or forecasters) set up the

vertical grid spacing of 400 m. During that day,

location of the analysis domain in real time

the two-dimensional (2D) composite reflec-

based on the current weather situation. (3) The

tivity product covering the 48 contiguous

analysis product can help forecasters identify

United States from the WDSS-II real-time

strong circulations embedded in thunderstorms

system (Lakshmanan et al. 2007) at the Na-

so that the accuracy of warnings for hazardous

tional Severe Storm Laboratory (NSSL) was

used to identify the four locations (longitude,

linear interpolation in time and quadratic in-

latitude) at risk for severe storms. This com-

terpolation in space, and four WSR-88D radars

posite reflectivity product helped automati-

are automatically selected for the analysis. The

cally choose the analysis domain with the

complete 3DVAR real-time system procedure

center of (-97.18o W, 35.36o N) that covers the

is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and was per-

May 20 Moore tornado case. The latest

formed every 5 min. Our focus is on the 3D

available NCEP operational NAM (Janjic et al.

wind analyses and wind-derived variables,

2003) analysis and forecasts were obtained and

such as vertical velocity and vertical vorticity.

interpolated to the 3DVAR domains using

Fig. 1. The flow chart of the weather-adaptive 3DVAR System.

During the 2013 spring season, we did

3. Results
On May 20, 2013, a central upper

not formally test our program in the NOAA

trough moved eastward with a lead upper low

Hazardous Weather Testbed, but the program

over the Dakotas and upper Midwest region. A

was run occasionally when there were possible

southern stream shortwave trough moved east-

severe weather events. We started our run

northeastward over the southern Rockies to the

around 1800 UTC on May 20. The system

south, with severe thunderstorms forming

automatically relocated the analysis domain

during the peak hours of heating. The air mass

near Moore, Oklahoma. The analyzed hori-

was expected to become unstable across much

zontal winds, vertical vorticity at 3 km above

of the southern Great Plains and the most in-

ground, and interpolated radar reflectivity de-

tense severe weather activity was expected

picted the storm from the beginning to its peak

across the southern Great Plains, specifical-

intensity from 1900 UTC to 2035 UTC 20

ly Central Oklahoma, during the afternoon

May (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Around 1900 UTC,

hours. During that day the Storm Prediction

there was a weak storm cell near the western

Center issued a moderate risk of severe thun-

boundary of the analysis domain (Fig. 2a, Fig.

derstorms during the early morning hours of

3a). But the storm that produced the Moore

May

southeastern Missouri to

tornado quick intensified. After only 25

north-central Texas. The supercell that pro-

minutes (1925 UTC), this cell evolved into a

duced the Moore tornado developed very

supercell (Fig. 2b, Fig. 3b). The wind analysis

quickly. The storm initiated around 1900 UTC

at low-middle level (3km AGL) indicates a

(2:00 pm local time), quickly intensified, and

very strong mid-level cyclonic circulation.

20

from

the tornado first touched down west of Newcastle at 1956 UTC (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The synthesized reflectivity (color shaded), and analyzed horizontal wind fields (vectors),
and vertical vorticity (black contours) at 3 km AGL at (a) 1900 UTC, (b) 1920 UTC, (c) 1945 UTC,
(d) 0050 UTC, (e) 0055 UTC, and (f) 0100 UTC, 20 May 2013 near Moore, Oklahoma. Maroon
line denotes location of cross-sections for vertical slices in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Wind vectors and reflectivity (color shaded) through a vertical slice in Fig.2
at (a) 1900 UTC, (b) 1920 UTC, (c) 1945 UTC, (d) 0050 UTC,
(e) 0055 UTC, and (f) 0100 UTC, 20 May 2013 near Moore, Oklahoma.

Though there were two other nearby strong

city) extended from about 2 km AGL to about

supercells, but they did not produce strong

10 km AGL in the vertical direction. The

tornadoes (Fig. 2b, 2c). The Moore tornado

maximum vorticity became stronger and

touched down at 1956 UTC and our analysis

stronger from 1945 UTC to 2010 UTC and the

indicated a strong circulation at 1955 UTC

maximum center gradually moved from above

analysis (Fig. 2c, Fig. 3c), and also a strong

5 km AGL to 3 km AGL (Fig. 5e), then it rose

updraft collocated with a reflectivity core. The

to above 5 km AGL again before the storm cell

maximum vertical velocities during tornado

split into two cells and the tornado lifted

touched down time are close to 20 m/s, and

around 2035 UTC.

maximum vertical vorticity is close to 0.015s-1.

During this 40 minute period, the re-

A very strong mid-level cyclonic circulation

flectivity core underwent an interesting split.

persisted until the end of the analysis and the

A part of the reflectivity core greater than 50

supercell split into two cells around 2020 UTC

dBz moved to the anvil region with the help of

and the tornado lifted around 2035 UTC.

strong downstream winds (Fig. 6). First the

Fig. 4 and 5 were plotted to show de-

reflectivity core was bending towards the anvil

tailed structures of the mesocyclone for the

area (Fig. 6c), and then the reflectivity core

May 20 supercell before and after tornado

split into two cores (Fig. 6d) and the one in the

touchdown. A strong vorticity center moved

anvil area gradually reduced in size (Fig. 6e).

from southwest to north east direction along

After this, the violent storm split into two

the tornado damage path (Fig 4.) The vertical

storms and weakened a little bit when the

slices through the maximum vorticity indi-

tornado lifted. During this process, the weak

cated a strong, narrow mesocyclone (with

echo region (WER) is evident and bounded by

threshold value greater than 0.01 s-1 for vorti-

a second circulation.

Fig. 4. The horizontal wind vectors, and vertical vorticity (color shaded) at 3 km AGL at (a) 1945
UTC, (b) 1950 UTC, (c) 1955 UTC, (d) 2000 UTC, (e) 2005 UTC,
and (f) 02010 UTC, 20 May 2013 near Moore (Zoomed in area in Fig. 2c)

Fig. 5. Wind vectors and vertical vorticity (color shaded) of a x-z slice through maximum vertical
vorticity in Fig.2 at (a) 1900 UTC, (b) 1920 UTC, (c) 1945 UTC, (d) 0050 UTC,
(e) 0055 UTC, and (f) 0100 UTC, 20 May 2013 near Moore, Oklahoma.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5,but for wind vectors and reflectivity (color shaded).
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4. Summ
mary and futture work
In thiis study, we presented some
s
analysiis
results for the 20 May
y 2013 tornaadic supercell
case using the 3DVAR
R technique developed
d
fo
or
convectivee scale weath
her events. For this parrticular casee, the analyssis system was
w running in
i

me during the tornadoo outbreak. The
real-tim
superceell associateed with Mooore tornadoo was
automaatically detected from a floating doomain
whose location waas determineed using an automatic ddomain posittion system,, though thiss year
our syystem was nnot evaluateed by the N
NWS
forecassters. The suupercell relatted to this ppartic-

ular storm developed very quickly. It took less

3DVAR system; and the direct assimilation of

than 30 minutes for this storm from initiation to

radar reflectivity observations which will be

become a supercell. After another 25 minutes,

used to initialize storm-scale numerical

the tornado touched down west of Newcastle,

weather prediction models.

Oklahoma. The quickness and violence of the
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